
August 20, 1971 

Dr. James 3. Rhoads 
Arehivist of the United 3tatss Rational Arohives and Resorts 3ervioe Washington, D. C. 20408 

Doer Dr, Rhosdas 
Tore letter of August 13 in response to nine of duly 17 and 20 in its somend paragraph refers to regulations in a way not really consistent with the milord, the nature of my request, and its purpose. I hope you can agree that it was not the intent of Congress in passing the rreedom of Information Aat to hove agencies at the government smbulenoo-ehasing for nombors of the bar. 
It is not too large a task for you to provide copies of ell rolovent regulations in response to sor repeated requests. Nov do I think it is proper Sr summary for you, in the context of this law or outside it to send me to a lawyer. I do think it is insuMbent upon you to make unequivolial response to this request. 
In the past, 	response to these requests, you omitted in ever case the one 11% 	Lion sposifisally addressed 	the Warren Commission no- teriels. 	use of your own record, which indicates that, should you respond to my requests, it is net until 	have nothing else loft to do, six mouths t being an exceptional 	I asked moons oleo to make speedy is request for the regulation you always never provided. That person was told it did not exist. This was after I got a sow when you used it in other litigation. low that you ham revised it bosoms* of my motion, you have been kind *sough to send me a copy of the revised mu. lotion, which I serest, it it is at all applicable, sonnet be applicable Wore its offtetive date. Your language is, "'ft believe we have answered your request. W. ass* not in s position to advise you concerning year re-quint for 'any and all rules, regulations, interpretations or *my ether things, such as definitions of 'swords, required by cis to properly and fully pursue my interests in obtaining what I regard as public information.'" If theme is any one place in the world where what the Rational Archives towards as Ili.rules, regulations, interpretations and definitions a record', 	 litional Archives. In ny reading of it the law Imes*s the obligation upon you to supply this to we and to supply it promptly. I have an additional purpose whisk ought not be unknown to you and that is that in acting on your behalf your eoussol misquoted, distorted, edited, suppressed and in every way possible was deeeptive on precisely Mess points, law, regulation, etc. 
While I would pester not to have to think in terms of litigation with my government in order to ',Maio what clearly Is public information under ths  law, you have given me no alternative but to consider it a probability 



lasts to guppy's*. 

that at some time it will be 
to live within the lam, and 

when I seek for anything the gayer 

I therefore renew this request La a 
logos than a futilit that you will 
will respond prompt y. 

imerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


